Summary. The unsteady rotating flow of a laminar incompressible viscous electrically conducting fluid over a rotating sphere in the vicinity of the equator has been studied. The fluid and the body rotate either in the same direction or in opposite directions. The effects of surface suction and magnetic field have been included in the analysis. There is an initial steady state that is perturbed by a sudden change in the rotational velocity of the sphere, and this causes unsteadiness in the flow field. The nonlinear coupled parabolic partial differential equations governing the boundary-layer flow have been solved numerically by using an implicit finite-difference scheme. For large suction or magnetic field, analytical solutions have also been obtained. The magnitude of the radial, meridional and rotational velocity components is found to be higher when the fluid and the body rotate in opposite directions than when they rotate in the same direction. The surface shear stresses in the meridional and rotational directions change sign when the ratio of the angular velocities of the sphere and the fluid k ! k 0 . The final (new) steady state is reached rather quickly which implies that the spin-up time is small. The magnetic field and surface suction reduce the meridional shear stress, but increase the surface shear stress in the rotational direction.
Introduction
The rotating flows over a stationary or a rotating body have important and interesting applications in meteorology, in geophysical and cosmical fluid dynamics, in gaseous and nuclear reactors etc. The magnetohydrodynamics of rotating electrically conducting viscous fluids in the presence of a magnetic field are encountered in several important problems in geophysics and astrophysics. They can provide explanations for the observed maintenance and secular variations of the geomagnetic field [1] . It is also relevant in solar physics involved in sun spot development, the solar cycle and the structure of rotating magnetic stars [2] .
The rotating flow over a stationary or a rotating sphere has received considerable attention in the literature. Banks [3] has theoretically and experimentally studied the rotating flow over a stationary sphere, whereas Singh [4] investigated this flow analytically for small values of the Reynolds number. At very large values of the Reynolds number the rotating flow near the pole of the rotating sphere reduces to the problem of a rotating flow over a rotating infinite disk. For the case of an axially symmetric flow, the Navier-Stokes equations can be reduced to a set of five first-order ordinary differential equations with the boundary conditions specified at two [22] has studied the rotating flow in the vicinity of the equator of a rotating sphere numerically and found that no unique solution exists.
In the above studies, the flow was assumed to be axisymmetric. The non-axisymmetric flow in rotating fluids has been considered by a few investigators [23]- [26] . Recently, the spin-up and spin-down problem over a rotating disk in a vertical plane in the presence of a magnetic field and buoyancy force has been investigated by Slaouti et al. [27] . In this problem the flow becomes non-axisymmetric due to the presence of the buoyancy force. Some further studies on the rotating flow due to the rotating disk in an ambient fluid were carried out by Vooren and Botta [28] , [29] , and Tarek et al. [30] . In all these analyses, except [27], steady flow was considered. However, the study of the unsteady MHD flow of a rotating fluid on a rotating body is important in the temporal evolution of rotating magnetic stars.
In this paper, we have investigated the unsteady MHD rotating flow of a viscous incompressible electrically conducting fluid in the vicinity of the equator of a rotating sphere. The magnetic field is applied in the radial direction. We have considered the case when there is an initial steady state which is perturbed by a sudden increase in the angular velocity of the sphere. This causes unsteadiness in the flow field. The fluid and the sphere either rotate in the same directions or in the opposite directions. The coupled nonlinear parabolic partial differential equations governing the boundary-layer flow of a rotating unbounded fluid in the vicinity of the equator of a rotating sphere have been solved numerically by using a finite-difference scheme. Analytical solutions have been obtained for large values of suction or the magnetic field. The computations have been carried out from the initial steady state to the final steady state. The results in the absence of a magnetic field and suction have been compared with those of Ingham [22] .
Formulation and analysis
Let us consider the unsteady laminar viscous incompressible electrically conducting rotating unbounded fluid in the vicinity of the equator of a rotating sphere. The fluid as well as the body either rotate in the same directions or in the opposite directions with angular velocities X f and X b , respectively. There is an initial steady state which is perturbed by suddenly increasing the angular velocity of the sphere. This introduces unsteadiness in the flow field. We have taken spherical polar coordinates ðr Ã ; h; /Þ with the origin at the centre of the sphere of radius a, and h ¼ 0 is the axis of rotation. The motion is assumed to be independent of the azimuthal angle / which implies that the flow is taken to be axisymmetric. It is possible to express the fluid motion in terms of the dimensionless velocity components ðu; v; wÞ in the directions ðr Ã ; h; /Þ. The dimensionless velocity components ðu; v; wÞ are obtained from the dimensional velocity components ðu Ã ; v Ã ; w Ã Þ by dividing them by aX f . The dimensionless time s is obtained from the
